Fast detection of dense subgraphs with iterative shrinking and expansion.
In this paper, we propose an efficient algorithm to detect dense subgraphs of a weighted graph. The proposed algorithm, called the shrinking and expansion algorithm (SEA), iterates between two phases, namely, the expansion phase and the shrink phase, until convergence. For a current subgraph, the expansion phase adds the most related vertices based on the average affinity between each vertex and the subgraph. The shrink phase considers all pairwise relations in the current subgraph and filters out vertices whose average affinities to other vertices are smaller than the average affinity of the result subgraph. In both phases, SEA operates on small subgraphs; thus it is very efficient. Significant dense subgraphs are robustly enumerated by running SEA from each vertex of the graph. We evaluate SEA on two different applications: solving correspondence problems and cluster analysis. Both theoretic analysis and experimental results show that SEA is very efficient and robust, especially when there exists a large amount of noise in edge weights.